Putting our Work Into Action – Workshop Exercises

Exercise #1: Working Together Through FRM Challenges
(1 Hour)

Exercise #2: Pulling it All Together, Identifying FRM Partners
(1/2 Hour)

Exercise #3: Connecting with Flood Risk Management Partners
(1 ½ Hours)
Exercise #1: Working Together Through FRM Challenges

We know this cycle all too well, but as we have heard, interagency collaboration can be used to break the “damage-rebuild” cycle. In your interagency teams, consider the drivers and circumstances leading to prior advances in flood risk management and how the opportunities presented by recent policy changes could help teams work through one of the identified problems. There are four problems, each focusing on a different challenge within a stage of the cycle. Pick one scenario to use through all three exercises, or if you prefer, pick a local challenge to discuss.

Draft a framework for how you would operate in the situation posed by the case study by answering the provided questions. Review how the case study is similar to local issues and determine how they can improve collaboration and coordination during the next event. Again, if you prefer, pick a local challenge to discuss.